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THIS EMBARGO SHOULD BE RESPECTED OVERSEAS BY PREFACING

ANY MESSAGES FILED THE EMBARGO

PERSECUTION OF POLISH CHILDREN

PROTEST MEETING AT CENTRAL HALL

MADAME SIKORSKA'S MESSAGE

, Madame HelenaSikorska, widow of the tragically deceased Polish Prime

Minister and C,in C., issues the following message to the press in connection

with the meeting of protest against the persecution of Polish children by the

Germans, to be held in CENTRAL HALL, on monday, 27th September, 5«30 p.m, :

"In modern war like the present entire nations are involved. The civilian

population are as much in the front line-as the fighting forces. The women

fight side by side -with the men. Hundreds of thousands of people one killed., die

of their sufferings or spend year's in slavery.

Day andnight, both in the ceaseless underground struggle of the enslaved

nations end on every front, end also behind those fronts people are-making unheard

of 'sacrifices in the fight against 'evil.

Although this is ashameful page in the history of mankind, and although it

is so steeped in human .tears and suffering, perhaps, it may be understandable. War

has always brought great suffering, but nothing can excuse the grim record of

German crimes against Polish children,

It will be remembered through centuries as an example of bestiality applied
in cold blood with Teutonic thoroughness.

It is impossible to refrain from shuddering at the thought, or to find an

answer to the question: "Why should, these innocent being's perish?"

They are not fighting anybody or anything. They know nothing of the

existence of evil or hatred. They are so terribly defenceless,

Four years ago the non of the infamous Luftwaffe machinegunned. then as they
trailed along the roads, fired on the Red. Cross trains and sought then out in their

shelters and in the hospitals,, After that they were exposed to the tender mercies

of the victorious soldiery and*. of German law. For four long years of slavery the

pitiless racial campaign against Polish children has been going on. For four years

they have been deprived of even the most primitive conditions under which a child,

can live. If they are not torn from their parents and deported., tortured with

premeditated savagery, sadism, frenzy and. hatred, they wander homeless, half-naked,

barefooted, and.-hungry, driven by fear, and. -when they fall ill there is no medical

attention for then. Their -parents are taken from them to diein concentration

camps- or,' with»heals hold, .high, before German firing, squads,

, We believe firmly in victory, but before it is won this protest should warn

the Germans,

Let the hangmen think for .a moment, and refrain iron executing any more

children. They must realise that the; world, is determined to demand just retribution*

They will certainly pay 'it For all the measureless ham done to" the world by the

cataclysm of war since it berun four years pro with the invasion, of Poland,"

.• Helena Sikorska,
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